Tax cut OK sought
Carter maintains proposal
will not further inflation

BY BARRY LEVINE
WASHINGTON AP-President Carter
made clear Thursday in his
weekly radio address that his
proposed $25 billion tax cut "is
not a panacea," but added that
it will not cause inflation.

"It is better to have a controlled
spending program than to
accept a potential inflation
problem," the president said.

"The public should have confi-
dence that we are on the right
track in controlling inflation," he
added.

Carter said that the tax cut
will be designed to encourage
consumer spending and would
help reduce the budget defi-
cit. However, he said, the tax
reduction would not go as far
as the administration had
originally proposed.

"We have a lot of work to do," he
said. "We have to find a way to
balance the budget.

Although tax cuts would bring an
increase in the deficit, they
would help moderate inflation,
Carter said.

"We are not going to have
inflation rise," he said. "We
are going to control inflation.

But I can inform you that we have taken the president's statement into account and
have made some changes in our
proposals.

We are going to try to make the
tax cuts as wide as possible but
not as deep as we had hoped.

I think a lot of people are going
to say that, 'We're going to put
more money in our pockets'
and not put it into the econo-
my," Carter said.

"But I think we have to be
careful about that," he added.

Carter said he plans to send a
message to Congress on how
the tax cut will be handled.

"We have to find a way to
deal with the budget deficit," he
said. "We have to find a way to
balance the budget.

Inflation is a serious problem,
Carter said. "We have to
control inflation and keep
prices from rising too fast.
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S. Africa accepts Western compromise

CAPE TOWN, South Africa (AP) — Prime Minister John Vorster announced Tuesday that South Africa and the European powers would negotiate to end the South African government's military occupation of Angola.

The prime minister said the talks would likely begin after South Africa's National Assembly reconvenes in February. Vorster said the talks would include a discussion of the future of South Africa's troops in Angola.

Vorster also announced that the South African government would begin withdrawing its military forces from Angola in the near future.

"We have decided to begin the process of withdrawing our forces from Angola in the next few weeks," Vorster said. "This decision was taken after careful consideration of the situation on the ground.

The prime minister also announced that the South African government would begin negotiations with the Angolan government to establish a "new era of peace and cooperation" in the region.

Vorster said the talks would include discussions on the withdrawal of South African troops, the establishment of a "new era of peace and cooperation," and the restoration of diplomatic relations between South Africa and Angola.

"We are confident that these discussions will lead to a lasting peace in the region," Vorster said.

The announcement came after a meeting between Vorster and Angolan Foreign Minister Jose Eduardo dos Santos.

The two leaders agreed to begin negotiations immediately to end the conflict in Angola and to establish a "new era of peace and cooperation" in the region.

The talks are expected to begin in February, Vorster said. South Africa's National Assembly reconvenes in that month.

"We are confident that these discussions will lead to a lasting peace in the region," Vorster said.
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“Moony’s” consider selves vanguard of spiritual revolution

By MICHELE CHAMBERS

State News Staff Writer

In an example of the Unification Church’s “love and unity in life” concept, a group of six “Moony’s,” followers of Reverend Sun Myung Moon, held a prayer service and offered messages to the people of Sisters, Washington, on April 26, 1978.

“Moony’s” are members of the Unification Church, a religious group founded by Reverend Sun Myung Moon in Korea.

The group, who arrived in Sisters on April 25, was led by Mr. Kim and Rev. Moon, who conducted a prayer service at the Sisters City Hall. They were accompanied by 12 other people, including Rev. Moon’s wife and members of his family.

The prayer service lasted for about an hour and included singing, chanting, and teaching “the Divine Principle,” the central teaching of the Unification Church.

The “Moony’s” also distributed literature and spoke to the people about the benefits of joining the Unification Church.

The Sisters City Council had previously denied the “Moony’s” request to hold the prayer service in the city hall, citing concerns about the impact on the local community.

However, the “Moony’s” were able to find a location to hold their service and continued their outreach efforts.

The group said they would be in Sisters for several days, conducting prayer services and outreach activities.

The Unification Church is a controversial group that has faced criticism for its teachings and practices.

While the town of Sisters is known for its small size and close-knit community, it has also been the site of a number of religious and spiritual organizations in recent years.

The “Moony’s” are just one of many groups that have sought to establish a presence in the town.

The group’s activities have sparked some debate and controversy among the local community.

Some residents have expressed concern about the impact of the “Moony’s” presence on the town’s cultural and spiritual landscape.

Others have welcomed the group’s outreach efforts, seeing it as an opportunity to learn about and engage with new ideas and perspectives.
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**As the dust settles...**

It has been four years now since Richard Nixon left office, and his name and image still hang over the news. Memorials, tapes, miniseries — little items that still harrow us in newsworthy. One gets the entire impression that Kent Barry, former ASMSU student president, has continued to lead a normal life.

'seemingly' they were failing to look at the world today. The message is simple: "It happened only 30 years ago."

The big news last week was that the All-University Student Judiciary had upheld the election of Don Jones as Barry's successor and struck down the candidacy of Kathy Lamh in the still-to-be-held College of Business election. But somehow this news was overshadowed by the news that Barry is the third of the first three, all who spent over 80 percent of the money allocated to the president's office for the entire final fiscal year, from January 1978 to January 1979.

In that same three month period, Barry spent $1,824.22 on clothing and mailing costs out of an allocation of only $150 for the entire fiscal year. How were these funds spent on calls to Washington, D.C. — probably to his former basketball team? What a tragedy! A badly lobbied, of the discriminated Parkwood Mall, rebate Tuition Tax Credit.

Barry's astonishing disregard for ethics and accountability is both transparency and the demand for the procedures of the president for the coming year. The student body is as well of Barry, but let his legacy continue to haunt us.

The good news: The All-University Student Judiciary's wisdom is that Barry is a German butcher and hockey and has not to fail the purposes of Title IX. It is a brand of fairly unsavory that will cost MSU a vital forfeit in federal support, as well as a solution for reducing complaints against the University in coming months.

Title IX does not require schools to spend an equal amount on men's and women's sports. It does mandate sufficient expenditures to give women's teams equal opportunities with men's. Barry's bad faith may be, even in the basketball team can never again happen anywhere. Would I have for Jew and non-Jew alike that "enlightened" Germans hold down the worst of the past.

Eva, and the Holocaust, and I know that even hear of Hitler. Obviously, the showing of "Holocaust," as in the world. It is obvious that we should have no knowledge that they even heard of Hitler. What do we know? They had been brainwashed by "Enlightened" Germans and the Holocaust as well as the world.

The Holocaust — that morbid tragedy in Germany and many wound up in the concentration camps.

The US has virtually no leverage here. But the refugees who fled Cambodia to Thailand have no future in the US and are

There is an issue of complicity. I must say after the fact is over. If complicity, say we know we would have acted as we did.

Women's Athletic Director Neil Jameson is in the wilderness. That may well be true for the winners, but other cases cannot be raised
to any serious question on the subject. The whole idea of this Holocaust revival was wrong. It happened only 30 years ago, and we should have no knowledge of it now through the medium of newspapers. It certainly was not to those who still survive it or to the survivors as liberating. It is at the interpersonal level, far from the incomprehensible. The things that had witnessed its effects as liberating are certainly not to those who still survive it or to those who still think about it.

Lion Says...
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The Doll Who Ate His Mother tale betrays eerie title

The Doll Who Ate His Mother by Alan Dean Foster

Before leaping into a discussion of Splinter of Mind's Eye, let's begin by looking for the novel that first shocked the world into the realm of science fiction as a genre. That book was in the summer of 1941 when it was published. By the end of the summer, as I have already mentioned, the novel's success was well underway, and it was clear that science fiction was here to stay. The Doll Who Ate His Mother was certainly unique. Nazis, Errol Flynn swashbucklers, Jewish mysticism, world revolved loosely around an un

The Doll Who Ate His Mother is a satirical novel by Alan Dean Foster. It was published in 1973 and is considered a classic in the science fiction genre. The novel follows the story of a young boy who becomes obsessed with the idea of eating his own mother. As he grows older, his obsession intensifies, leading to various bizarre and dangerous situations. The novel is known for its dark humor and its exploration of themes such as identity, perception, and the nature of reality. It has been praised for its creative use of language and its challenging ideas, making it a significant work in the field of science fiction.
Ramones pop punk in East Lansing

JOEY RAMONE: I think their records are pretty good. They have a different sound from the Real Ones.

STATE NEWS: Why do you think you draw so many people?

JOHN RAMONE: I think we're bigger than the other groups really aren't all that big. We're the biggest band in the world.

STATE NEWS: Are you getting better receptions here or in England?

JOHN RAMONE: This one started in December in England. We did three weeks there, and came back here in January.

STATE NEWS: How long have you been on this tour?

JOHN RAMONE: This one started in December in England. We did three weeks there, and came back here in January.
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Lansing may hire six officers
under council’s revised budget

House committee votes to outlaw
mandatory employee polygraphs

Mandatory employee polygraphs

A C A R E E R I N L A W
without law school

A public hearing on the
proposed budget has been
set for May 24. The council
also accepted a
chambers of City Hall.

YOU MAY WIN A FREE
PAIR OF GENESIS
SPEAKERS WORTH ‘310.

The Institute was the first of its kind in the country and is approved
by the American Bar Association. Since 1970, the Institute has placed over
2,500 graduates in over 40 career positions. If you’re graduating senior with
some average grades and are interested in a challenging career, send in the
coupon. We’ll send you our new course
catalog and everything you need to
know about an exciting career as a
lawyer’s assistant.

Campus strollin’ begins...

With comfy Zodiac clogs from Shepard’s

Zodiac clogs by Encore are
quality constructed to fit your
feet perfectly. The Zodiac clog
upper is made of soft deertan
with real wood bottom. And is
padded with full foam leather
sock down to the toe. Zodiac’s
line of clogs are fashioned up to
wear in colors like non-slip
black. Available in sizes
5-10.

You May Win A Free
Pair Of Genesis
Speakers Worth ‘310.

When You Attend Our Speaker Accuracy
Sessions at HI-FI Buys East Lansing Store
Thursday April 27, Sessions From 4PM To 8PM On
Every Half Hour.

For These Sessions Hi-Fi Buys Will Have A
Guest Speaker From The Genesis Physics Corp-
oration, He Is An Authority On Sound Repro-
duction, Twenty Minutes With Him And You’ll
Know When A Speaker Is Reproducing Sound
Acutely, And Best Of All, Everyone Who
Attends Is Eligible To Win The Two Speakers.

Meridian Mall
presents
The Sport and Small
Car Show
Now Through Sunday.

A Career In Law
Without Law School

A career in law is more approachable than you
think! You don’t need to spend four years
related to law school education, but you do need
to have a basic understanding of law and how it
works. This can be achieved by completing a
paralegal training program. A paralegal is an
individual who works closely with attorneys and
other legal professionals in the preparation of legal
documents, research, and other tasks related to
the practice of law.

The Sport and Small Car Show

The Sport and Small Car Show is a great way
to showcase your car and meet other car enthusiasts.
This event is open to all makes and models of
cars, regardless of age or size. You can bring your
own car or rent one from a local rental company.

A Public Hearing On The Proposed Budget Has Been Set For May 24.

The Proposed Budget

The proposed budget includes funding for a number
of initiatives, including increased police staffing,
investment in technology, and improvements to city
services.
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Spartans seek ninth win; meet Lakers in twinbill

By GALE ADAMS
State News Sports Writer

While the weather was only fair, there is hope that the temperature may rise in time for the state tournament. And there are some signs of a change in the weather report. The Spartans are off to a good start, but they still have a long way to go.

The weather report is standing long and the temperature is expected to rise in the next few days. The Spartans are off to a good start, but they still have a long way to go.
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Baseball, college lives have survival parallels

Politiwicz leads win over Hope

The Spartans take on another liquidated mono-

It is p irta i'i first hom e gam e o f th e  ye a r.

THE DAILY VIEWFINDER display at the mer- 

ess the weekend starting now and another baseball season rolls around, write-in candidates are already up-...
Group urges boycott of Nixon's book

WASHINGTON (UPI) - With posters and T-shirts as their weapons and "Don't Buy Books by Nixon" as their battle cry, Tom Flanigan and Bill Boleyn are looking to make an impact on both the hyping and the price of Richard Nixon's upcoming memoirs.

Flanigan and Boleyn are sticking a low budget needle into both Nixon's memoirs and the hyping and the price of Richard Nixon's upcoming memoirs. Flanigan, 26, and Boleyn, 29, founded The Committee to Boycott Nixon's Memoirs with financial help from 17 friends who mutually agreed to contribute $200 apiece.

For an outrageous price, $250, Nixon will sell a hardbound edition of his memoirs to subscribers who prepay in advance of the book's publication in early 1971. Nixon's memoirs, which are expected to sell for around $200, will be sold in four instalments, each containing 60 papers on Nixon's presidency.

The group is taking out its own newspaper ads to coincide with the serialized excerpts of the memoirs, starting in June papers on Nixon's presidency.

Carl Rowan. Joseph Kraft, Art Buchwald and the many others who have written against checkbook journalism," said Boleyn.

"We're just joining ranks in our own way with Mary McGrory. I think, though, that if they were willing to put the book on the market when they heard two years ago that Nixon would get $2 million for his tapes to the American people would turn around and sell a book for an outrageous price," Flanigan said Tuesday. "You shouldn't claim that a man shouldn't profit from his disgrace. "He's this man that was willing to sell the American people's confidences," said Boleyn.

"It doesn't seem right that the man who refused to give people to think about that before they go to the bookstore," said Flanigan.

"We just want to break even," says Flanigan of the T-shirt and poster sales. "If we make a profit, we'll pump it back into the advertising campaign.

Boleyn, part owner of a downtown Washington bar and restaurant in suburban Arlington, Va., on an initial stake of $4,000. Flanigan and Boleyn are sticking a low budget needle into both Nixon's memoirs and the hyping and the price of Richard Nixon's upcoming memoirs.

"We're just joining ranks in our own way with Mary McGrory. I think, though, that if they were willing to put the book on the market when they heard two years ago that Nixon would get $2 million for his tapes to the American people would turn around and sell a book for an outrageous price," Flanigan said Tuesday. "You shouldn't claim that a man shouldn't profit from his disgrace. "He's this man that was willing to sell the American people's confidences," said Boleyn.

"It doesn't seem right that the man who refused to give people to think about that before they go to the bookstore," said Flanigan.

"We just want to break even," says Flanigan of the T-shirt and poster sales. "If we make a profit, we'll pump it back into the advertising campaign.

"We're just joining ranks in our own way with Mary McGrory. I think, though, that if they were willing to put the book on the market when they heard two years ago that Nixon would get $2 million for his tapes to the American people would turn around and sell a book for an outrageous price," Flanigan said Tuesday. "You shouldn't claim that a man shouldn't profit from his disgrace. "He's this man that was willing to sell the American people's confidences," said Boleyn.
LIVE MOVIE FUND fall term may pick
in laying for money from RHA's Alter-
¡services 4 p.m. Monday-Friday.

Lt. Faust said, questioned his veracity. He said he is
Minister's aide and has made similar
finances with the help of "honest lobbying help" and as a formal speci-
whether Behrends violated a 1947 lobbyist
law. At the United Nations, the House
would serve as a means
between lobbyists
loan was made.
Republicans, meanwhile, reportedly have drawn up a
for an investigation into the entire area of loans
between lobbyists and Senators. The Robinson, Fast said, in a signal of turning Behrends to testify before the
Investigation.

Sponsored by the State News.

1st PRIZE A Camera Valued up to $200
(winner's choice)

2nd PRIZE Any lens or accessory
valued up to $100
(winner's choice)

3rd PRIZE Any lens or accessory
valued up to $50
(winner's choice)

*Prices vary determined at current East Lansing retail prices.

Rules of Entry

State News will be accepting entries
at 344 Student Services
April 24-26

LAST DAY!!
Today, 10 am - Noon and
Wed April 26th 2-6 pm

OFFICIAL STATE NEWS ENTRY FORM

Name: _____________________________
Address: ___________________________
Phone: _____________________________
Student Number: ___________________
Number of Entries: (No limit)
Amount Enclosed: ($1.00 per entry)
Type & Brand of Camera:

Handwritten forms must be legible.
Handwritten forms must be legible.
Handwritten forms must be legible.
Handwritten forms must be legible.
Handwritten forms must be legible.
Handwritten forms must be legible.
Handwritten forms must be legible.
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"Sure shot" concerts approved

Two people now hold the power to decide what will be a "sure shot" due to the memo calling for programming to be halted.

In addition to Church's order, the memo also stipulated that Church and the chairperson of the Programming Board, Steve Politowicz, would have to approve any future concerts planned by the programming groups. The Programming Board's planning appears to be in full swing. The major event scheduled for spring term, the annual free outdoor concert held next to the MSU Auditorium, is still on, Franks said. Tentatively, Michael Murphy and the Garland Jefferies band have been scheduled to play.

A preliminary budget was approved Tuesday night, marking the first time Pop Entertainment has had to present a budget to the comptroller.

Despite the limitations that had to be imposed on the concert programming groups, Pop Entertainment's planning appears to be in full swing. The major event scheduled for spring term, the annual free outdoor concert held next to the MSU Auditorium, is still on, Franks said. Tentatively, Michael Murphy and the Garland Jefferies band have been scheduled to play.

Mighty comma gets reinserted

Gov. William G. Milliken Tuesday signed into law a bill restoring a comma to a state law enacted last year.

The comma, in earlier legislation, was inadvertently dropped from the Tunnel Safety Act. Without the comma, inspectors were required to be present only on a tunnel shaft, rather than in a tunnel as intended by the Legislature.

It took a whole new bill to correct the error.

**Tickets Available Now**

DOOLEY'S

Michael Franks

Monday, May 1 - 8:30 PM

Tickets: $5.00 in advance

LOUDON WAINWRIGHT III & SLOW TRAIN

Sunday, April 30 - 8:30 PM

Tickets: $5.00 in advance

Tower of Power

Eric Gale

Monday May 15 - 8:00 PM

Tickets: $5.00 in advance
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Museums harnessing hungry beetles

Phd’s in EE or CS:
Now you can have it all at TI in BIG D.

We are the Equipment Group of Texas Instruments. Joining us in PACE is a unique opportunity for Systems Engineers and Digital Hardware/Software Designers. Note you can have it all—Advanced Work in Pressure-Activated Fluids. These are projects in design and development that illustrate industry-leading technology in many fields—

- Electronic sensors
- Radar
- Air traffic control
- Navigation
- Communications
- AIM
- Weapon guidance
- Fire control

The Stability of A Highly Diversified Company

Since 1954, TI has maintained a compound average growth rate of more than 35% in net sales.

In 1977, net sales were $2.9 billion to government electronics increased 19% over 1976.

TI, and always has been, a company managed by engineers and scientists. Its commitment to research and development was backed up by a $500 million investment in 1977 alone, a 30% increase over 1976.

There are 15,000 manufacturing people in 18 manufacturing plants and product distribution centers in North America, Europe and Asia.

Dallas, Texas is a growing city. It is the heart of the Southwest and a vital link to the booming Far West North Metroplex. It is rich in culture, entertainment and environmental advantages.

These include two major sports companies, The World Champions Dallas Cowboys, the basketball and the lowest population density of any of the largest U.S. major cities. The area has a low cost of living...

At the same time, Dallas is a culturally and educationally challenging place to live. There are no state and local income taxes. And the cost of living is 9% below the U.S. average.

It’s all at TI in Big D–starting with the most competitive salaries and benefits available.

We are hiring engineers and scientists, with experience and education in the fields of:

- Electrical Engineering
- Computer Science
- Mechanical Engineering
- Aerospace Engineering
- Chemical Engineering
- Physics

We offer competitive salaries, benefits, and opportunities for advancement.

TI is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

The University of Kansas
Museums harnessing hungry beetles

House passes theft bill

By KENNETH P TROYELLE

Museums harnessing hungry beetles

Preferred for cleaning skeletons

When a skeleton is ready for cleaning, a piece of cotton that contains beetles in all stages of development is removed from the mother colony and wrapped around the skeleton or bone. The beetles are then left to work their magic. The larvae, maggots and flies that eat their way around the skeleton or bone.

The beetles are then left to work their magic. The larvae, maggots and flies that eat their way around the skeleton or bone.

Baker explained that cleaning bones is important for bone identification and for study evolution.

Maggots (fly larvae) and ants are frequently used. Baker said.

However, the beetles are sometimes preyed upon by insects, so it is necessary to reproduce. The larvae contain beetles in all stages of development.

When a colony is at its maximum population density, there are millions of adult beetles and larvae. Nevertheless, they are not as numerous as a penny and ipecac syrup make an east. Baker said.

The beetles are inexpensive, easy to obtain and easy to keep. Baker said.

Baker explained that cleaning bones is important for bone identification and for study evolution.

Hungry dermestid beetles

Barnes explained that cleaning bones is important for bone identification and for study evolution.
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